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Tell me, I forget. Teach me, I remember. Involve me, I understand.

Love2study “Study Skills Workshop Course”


2.0 Hour workshop – Incl a brief energy break midway (done in the class/hall)
Registration fee depends on number of students and facilities;





A minimum of 30 registrations required; Certain grades can be grouped together;
Taught on site at schools, colleges, community centers, etc;

We apply “economy of scale” logic to bulk bookings for study workshops and so the cost varies depending on the
amount of students, facilities and the school location.
In our study skills workshops we teach students how to study effectively and remember the information by
teaching and letting them practice:
How to read actively for information retention; How to break down information to more manageable
pieces; How to translate text and study information into own words; How to use drawings or diagrams as
part of study; Memory skills and mnemonic devices; How to create effective & correct study notes;
Keywords and important information recognition and highlighting; Organization of study notes and other
important study material; The importance of class work, projects and homework; How to study
independently and responsibly; The importance of health & diet on the brain’s ability to remember and
operate optimally.
The workshop Registration Fee includes a Love2study Student Resource Kit which the student takes home,
containing:
Exam pad, Study method, Study steps reminder card, Study templates, Study tips, Exam tips, Homework
tips, Project planning, Time management, Note taking advice, Stress management, Summarizing tips, Essay
writing tips, Comprehension tips, Math’s and Language study tips. We also supply the study material for
the students to learn to study from. And they take home a personal learning style quiz with simple advice
to help them use this knowledge to their advantage!
Some more benefits of our study skills workshop course are:
 Building focus:

Memory, concentration, and motivation are crucial components to success in education
and beyond.

 Knowledge retention: Many students struggle to incorporate what they learn day to day into the bigger picture

of knowledge that they will need in their examinations.
 Understand individual learning style:

Everyone learns in a different way, which is why each student receives a
short quiz designed to assess how they learn and therefore how they
develop these as strengths and address weaknesses.

Our workshops present ways to cultivate these skills and apply them as practical studying tactics!

